VALLEYLAB CONNECTOR HANDLES with 2 “click” push-buttons GIMA autoclavable electrosurgery pencils with CUT-COAG switch have been studied and tested to offer maximum reliability and functionality to the operator. MB handles are provided with a 3 Pin plug Valleylab type fitting all Gima mono-bipolar Diatermo MB (120, 122, 132, 160, 200, 202, 240, 250, 380, 400) and most of bipolar electrosurgical units: Aspen Lab, ES Generator, EMC Statome, Danieli, Braun, Berchtold, Ohmeda, Ritter, Conmed, Eschmann, Bovie, Martin, Kontron, Bard, Bircher 771, Cobi, Valleylab, Led, Erbe...

AUTOCLAVABLE HANDLES
• 30554 MB AUTOCLAVABLE HANDLE - 100 times Autoclavable handle with 2 large “click” push-buttons, provided with a 3 meter long silicone cable and a blade electrode. It can be autoclaved up to 100 times (electrode 20 times).
• 30545 MB AUTOCLAVABLE HANDLE - 100 times Same as code 30554 but with a 5 m long silicone cable
• 30550 PRIMA MB AUTOCLAVABLE HANDLE - 60 times Autoclavable handle with 2 large “click” push-button, provided with a 3 meter long silicone cable and a blade electrode. It can be autoclaved up to 60 times.
• 30548 STAR AUTOCLAVABLE HANDLE - 30 times Same as code 30554 but autoclavable up to 30 times (electrode is autoclavable up to 20 times).
• 30539 ORION PLUS AUTOCLAVABLE HANDLE - 100 times Same as 30554, but with a screw clamp locking system ensuring a safe contact and adapting to slightly different electrode diameters. High insulation to prevent liquid damage.
• 30536 SURGEON AUTOCLAVABLE HANDLE - 100 times Autoclavable, waterproof handle with ergonomic grip. Coloured ring that indicates CUT and COAG push buttons. Provided with 3 m cable and blade electrode.

SINGLE USE HANDLE
• 30551 KIRKY SINGLE-USE HANDLE - STERILE Single-use handle with “click” push-buttons for cut and coag. Includes blade electrode.
• 30553 GIMA SINGLE-USE HANDLE - STERILE Same as 30551 with 3 m cable.

1-PIN MONOPOLAR HANDLES FOR ELECTRODES Ø 2.4 mm
1 pin plug HANDLES for diatermo 50, 80, 106, 108 These handles are provided with a 1 Pin socket (4 mm) fitting all Gima Diatermo and most of electrosurgical units in the market. These handles do not have push-buttons.
• 30515 SURGEON 1 PIN AUTOCLAVABLE HANDLE - 100 times Autoclavable, waterproof handle with ergonomic grip. Provided with 3 m cable and blade electrode
• 30519 AUTOCLAVABLE 50-80-106-108 HANDLE Autoclavable handle without buttons, provided with a 3 meter long cable and a blade electrode. It can be autoclaved up to 50 times.
• 30518 KIRKY SINGLE-USE 50-80-106-108 HANDLE - STERILE Single-use handle without button with blade electrode with 4 mm PIN connection.

HANDLES FOR ELECTROLYSIS NEEDLES
Needle handles for all GIMA Diatermo and electro-depilators
• 30552 HANDLE for electrolysis needles
• 30415 PROFESSIONAL HANDLE for electrolysis needles see electrolysis needles at page 187

ELECTRODE BRUSHES
• 30537 ELECTRODE BRUSH - 50x50 mm Disposable sterile radiopaque abrasive tip cleaner pad. Box of 100